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business card maker v4.0.1 is an easy-to-use software that enables you to create and print
high-quality company cards, id cards, badges, and more. the software includes 550 pre-
designed templates, which you can use to create your company cards quickly. the software is
very easy to use and understand. dgflick icard xpress pro is a professional application that
provides you with unique templates and a huge collection of backgrounds, borders and
clipart. it also features advanced photo editing and multiple id card designs according to the
consumers choice. you can adjust the color, brightness, contrast, hue, saturation very easily
as well as zoom and crop the image and rotate it in different directions. the application
enables you to assign the folder in which photos are kept and automatically place the photos
in assigned folder. moreover, the user can select the desired parts while entering the
information of each card, and even determine what information to enter into that field (date,
text, time, image etc) and then take the photograph of card from database or folder stored in
the system, assign a users photo to each card and finally print large number of cards created
in groups. you can also download albumsense. dgflick icard xpress pro is a professional
software application for designing and creating a variety of id cards. it is all-in-one tool for
designing all sorts of id cards with bulk data for business organizations, schools, clubs,
secured premises and many more. the tool is easily compatible with a wide range of id card
formats and can accept data from the users for creating attractive id cards, id cards of
different sizes, vertical and horizontal orientation, one or two-way card design capability and
many more. you can also download greeting card xpress pro.
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